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Profanity 
iAthena.com is a website owned by Navitus Education Private Limited. 

Explicit Language 

iAthena.com is focused on distributing digital educational content to students (beyond K-12) as 

well as professionals in need of upgrading their skillsets. We may offer some content (either 

developed by us or by our mentor partners) that may contain explicit language or images as it 

pertains to literature, creative writing or any other domain area deemed to be a genuine area of 

study. We will make every reasonable effort to have the explicit content only visible and available 

to the registered members. However, you agree not to hold us responsible or liable if we fail in 

this effort due to our oversight. Furthermore, you agree that we shall have no liability if you find 

such content offensive, indecent or objectionable. If you do not agree with this policy, please 

refrain from using the website. 

We expect our users to distinguish between the context-driven (or required) explicit language 

versus obscene and profane language that has no room in the context of genuine education. 

Restrictions 

We may offer public forums to our registered users (account holders) to express their opinion or 

provide feedback on mentors and online content or to interact with each other as a study aid. 

Navitus Education Private Limited prohibits the use of language that is racist, hateful, sexual or 

obscene in nature in such an area of the website. Furthermore, this policy extends to text, 

writing, uploaded photos and images or any other area of the website that any internet user may 

view. 

We will remove or completely delete your comments or feedback if you try to camouflage 

profane words by blurring out the bulk of the offending word(s) with asterisks (i.e., s*** or a** 

etc.). We reserve the right to blank out or delete any images uploaded by you that may be 

deemed profane or obscene by us, our mentor partners and affiliates or our users. 

Disciplinary Action 

Violations of this policy may result in a range of actions, including: 

- Removal of profane and obscene content; 

- Limits placed on your account privileges; 

- Loss of special status, features, discounts or privileges; 

- Suspension of your account. 

Feedback 

Navitus Education Private Limited 

Workflo by OYO, 7th Floor, Times Square, Western Express Highway, 

Chakala, Andheri East, Mumbai, MH 400 069 

Email: contact@navituseducation.com 
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